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INTRODUCTION 

Fiberizer™ Mobile functionality 

• Manage a remote OTDR (OPX-BOXe series from VeEX) using an iOS device, and 

measure optic fiber link characteristics; 

• Review fiber ends and analyze per IEC 61300-3-35 Edition 2.0 for scratches and 

dirt with the help of advanced software algorithms (Fiberscope function) and the 

VeEX Digital Fiber Inspection Microscope devices (VS-500 and DI-1000); 

• View existing SOR-files; 

• Save the measurement results on your iPad or in a cloud service; 

• Manage the files saved on your iPad and in a cloud service; 

• Analyze SOR-files with the help of advanced software algorithms, define trace 

events and their parameters; 

• View SOR-file descriptions and edit certain fields there; 

• Generate various reports on optic fiber lines, ranging from quick review (V-Scout 

function) to detailed graph-and-table view. 

The Fiberizer™ Mobile application requires iOS 8.3 or higher. 

About this manual  

This manual describes optic fiber measurements and operations with the Fiberizer™ 

Mobile application and assumes that the user is adequately qualified in the field. The 

application manages optic fiber measurements performed with OTDRs (mostly OPX-

BOXe series) connected with an iPad via Bluetooth. For operating OTDRs and OPX-

BOXe series, as well as accompanying programs (for example, OPX-BOXe tool) or 

devices (for example, VeEX Digital Fiber Inspection Microscope devices1) please see 

their respective user manuals. 

Because we constantly improve Fiberizer™ Mobile and release new versions, the 

screenshots in this manual can insignificantly differ from your application. The icons below 

mark the following types of text: 

The text marked with this icon can be useful if you want to understand the 

mechanism of a procedure described. As a rule, this information does not 

require any definite actions from the user. 

                                            
1 Digital Fiber Inspection Microscope devices are often called Fiberscopes for short. “Fiberscope” is 

used in this manual as well. 
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This icon shows instructions how to save time and make your work with the 

application more efficient. 

This sign marks information on how to avoid potentially dangerous situations 

which may lead to time and data loss.  

 

Disclaimer 

Information in this document is subject to change without notice and does not represent 

a commitment on the part of VeEX Inc. The software and/or hardware described in this 

document are furnished under a license agreement or nondisclosure agreement. The 

software may be used or copied only in accordance with the terms of the agreement. It is 

against the law to copy the software on any medium except as specifically allowed in the 

license or nondisclosure agreement. The purchaser may make one copy of the software 

for backup purposes. No part of this manual and/or hardware and/or software may be 

reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, 

including photocopying, recording, or information storage and retrieval system, for any 

purpose other than the purchaser’s personal use, without the express written permission 

of VeEX Inc. Throughout this book, trademarked names are used in an editorial manner 

only and to the benefit of the trademark owner, with no intention of infringement of the 

trademark. Where such designations appear in this book, they have been printed with 

initial capital letters.  

VeEX and the VeEX logo are registered trademarks of VeEX INC.  

Copyright 2018 VeEX, Inc. All rights reserved.  
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1. FIBERIZER™ MOBILE OVERVIEW 

1.1. System requirements 

The Fiberizer™ Mobile application requires iOS 8.3 or higher. Please note that 

there are two versions of Fiberizer™ Mobile available to be downloaded from 

www.apps.veexinc.com: At the time of this publication, this application works with 

iOS 8.3 up to iOS 10.x.x, and from iOS 11.x.x. 

1.2. Interface sections 

The interface sections can be accessed by tapping one of the six icons at the 

bottom. 

 

Figure 1-1. Interface section icons. 

Their functions are:  

• Files: to view the saved measurement results, to manually analyze traces 

and save the analysis results; to copy, move, and delete the saved files. 

• Measurement: to set connection with your OTDR, define measurement 

parameters, Pass/Fail thresholds, Analysis thresholds, and run 

measurements. 

• Reporting: to generate reports from the saved measurement results. 

• Fiberscope (Microscope): to examine the fiber surface for scratches and 

other defects with the help of the VeEX Video Inspection Scopes (VS-500 

and DI-1000). The results can be included in the report. The feature must 

be activated with the code from your supplier. 

• Settings: to define how and where your files are to be saved; to manage 

your licenses for advanced features; to get basic information about the 

application. 

Besides, the application includes the Converter section (see Chapter 7. 

CALCULATING MEASUREMENT PROCESS PARAMETERS). It is a specialized 

calculator with graphs, which can be used if you want to better understand 

measurement processes for optic fibers and networks, or define measurement 

parameters (dynamic range, attenuation coefficient, etc.) more suitable for your 
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specific case. The Converter section can also be used for instructions and 

presentations. 

1.2.1. Operations with files (Files section) 

View previously saved test results (OTDR traces), manually analyze (edit) them if 

necessary, and save the analysis results. To do this, select the data source 

(Fiberizer™ Cloud or local files on your device), then tap the necessary file (see 

FIGURE 1-2).  

 

Figure 1-2. Viewing a saved trace. 

In this section you can also create new folders and copy and delete the saved 

measurement results (see details in Chapter 9. WORKING WITH FILES IN 

FIBERIZER™ MOBILE). 

1.2.2. Performing OTDR measurements (Measurement section) 

This section discusses measuring fiber optic link parameters with a VeEX OTDR 

(OPX-BOXe series) including: 

• Connect to an OTDR; 

• Make measurements using preset parameters; 

• Analyze measurement results. 
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Figure 1-3. Measurement section, initial window with promotional info. 

See more details in Chapter 4. OTDR MEASUREMENTS WITH FIBERIZER™ MOBILE. 

1.2.3. Generating reports (Reporting section) 

This section discusses how to generate reports from your measurement results. 

 

Figure 1-4. A report from a SOR-file. 
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See more details in Chapter 8. GENERATING REPORTS. 

1.2.4. Examining fiber surface (Fiberscope mode) 

This section discusses how to examine the fiber surface for scratches and other 

defects with the help of the VeEX Video Inspection Scopes (VS-500 and DI-1000).  

 

Figure 1-5. The result of the fiber surface examination. 

The results can viewed as an image and as a table with all results included in the 

final report. You can see more details in Chapter 6. EXAMINING FIBER SURFACE 

(FIBER SCOPE). 

1.2.5. Setting application parameters (Settings section) 

In this section you can: 

• Get information about the current application version; 

• File Sharing with Security Settings; 

• App usage tracking; 

• Define the Fiberizer™ Cloud storage (see the Figure below); 

• Manage your licenses for V-Scout and V-Scope functionalities. 
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Figure 1-6. The application is connected to Fiberizer™ Cloud in the Settings section. 

Please find more detailed information in Section 2.2. SETTING UP FIBERIZER™ MOBILE.  
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2. GETTING STARTED 

2.1. Installing and trusting Fiberizer™ Mobile 

The Fiberizer™ Mobile application runs under iOS 8.3 and higher. Please note 

that there are two versions of Fiberizer™ Mobile to be downloaded from 

www.veexinc.com: from iOS 8.3 up to iOS 10.x.x, and from iOS 11.x.x. To install 

the application: 

1. Go to http://apps.veexinc.com, the apps page of VeEX website; 

2. Locate your operation system section (iOS devices) and the version (iOS 

8.3 up to iOS 10.x.x, or from iOS 11.x.x), then tap the Fiberizer™ for 

iPhone icon; 

3. Install the application by tapping Install in the onscreen dialog. 

Fiberizer™ Mobile is a proprietary enterprise application which has been 

developed using the Apple Developer Enterprise Program. It is installed from 

VeEX website directly, not from App Store. Hence when you first launch the 

application, you get the notification shown below: 

 

Figure 2-1. The notification about the need to trust the app. 

To launch the application, you first need to make it trusted. To trust Fiberizer™ 

Mobile: 

1. Dismiss the notification above. 

2. Tap iOS system Settings – General – Device Management (or Profiles, 

or Profiles & Device Management). You then see the VeEX Inc icon in the 

Enterprise App list. 

3. Tap the VeEX Inc icon, and then tap Trust “VeEX Inc”. The trusting 

procedure dialog appears (see below). 
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Figure 2-2. The trusting procedure dialog. 

4. Tap Trust in the dialog.  

Now your Fiberizer™ Mobile is a trusted application and can be launched. It 

remains trusted until you delete it. The trusting procedure is also described, for 

example, at the official Apple site (https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT204460).  

2.2. Setting up Fiberizer™ Mobile  

To make your work convenient and time-efficient, you can define the basic settings 

the way you need. To do that, in Fiberizer™ Mobile tap the Settings icon at the 

bottom. 

2.2.1. File sharing 

To share files from your iPad, go to the Settings – General section and switch on 

the File Sharing option. After that the files are available from the IP address 

indicated below Security Settings, if your iPad and the other device (PC, 

smartphone, etc.) are in the same network (see an example below). 
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Figure 2-3. Your local files are accessible by the IP address indicated. 

To secure your data, you can set a password. To do that, tap Security Settings, 

switch on Password Protected, then set the username and password (see 

below). 
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Figure 2-4. Access to your local files is password-protected. 

2.2.2. Cloud storage 

In this section you can define the data source and storage. The current options 

are Fiberizer™ Cloud and local storage. You can use them both simultaneously. 

To connect to any of the above cloud storages, tap its icon and enter your 

credentials using the resulting form. After you log in successfully, the user name 

is shown below the cloud storage icon (see below). 
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Figure 2-5. Your data sources defined in the Settings menu. 

The connected cloud storages also appear in the Files section in the list of Data 

sources (see below). 
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Figure 2-6. Your data sources selected appear in the Files section. 

To access the files or folders, tap them. You can copy and move files among your 

data sources.  

You must register in Fiberizer™ Cloud before using it. To register, go to 

www.fiberizer.com.  

2.2.3. Information about Fiberizer™ Mobile  

To get information about Fiberizer™ Mobile, tap the Settings icon in the bottom 

right corner, then tap General – About. Here you can also get help, contact the 

application support, and give your feedback. 

We also encourage you to allow us to track your application usage (General – 

App usage tracking). This will help us to improve your application through future 

updates.  

2.2.4. Licensing  

Your Fiberizer™ Mobile application can perform advanced functions like 

generating fiber line structure for reports or analyzing fiber surface for scratches 

and other defects. To enable those functions:  
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1. Tap the Settings icon in the bottom right corner to get the Settings 

interface; 

2. Tap Licensing to get the list of features available; 

3. Tap the desired feature, then enter password for activation (to be obtained 

from your VeEX distributor), and tap Enter. 

 

Figure 2-7. Activating an advanced feature. 

As a result of these actions, the feature is enabled and its status in the list changes 

to Enabled.  

Some VS500 FiberScope and OPX-BOXe products may already have 

these test features enabled within the device. In these instances, the 

Fiberizer Mobile program temporarily enables the features even if not 

normally enabled by password whenever the iOS device is connected to 

these specific units. 

2.2.5. OTDR 

In this section you can define how your measurement results are saved and enable 

the OTDR connection check feature. Tap the OTDR link on the left and set the 

save parameters: 

• Check connection quality:  Select Enable (slide right) or Disable 

• Saving Mode:  Save manually, Auto save or Ask before saving 

• HOW TO SAVE: Internal memory, VeEX Storage (a cloud service), NBN 

format, or Fiberizer™ Cloud (a cloud service). 

• NBN format is used for measurement results in Australia and some other 

Pacific countries. If you select this option, the fields in the form are changed 

accordingly. 

• SOR FILE INFORMATION: you can edit the listed IDs and include them in 

the file name. For VeEX Storage and Fiberizer Cloud the listed IDs are 
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always included by default. Trace ID details is included for every filename 

option regardless of which Save selection is made. 

• INDEXES: you can define the starting indexes for Fiber ID and Trace ID 

and include them in the file name. The indexes increase incrementally by 

‘1’. 

 

Figure 2-8. Defining parameters for saving. 
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3. ESTABLISHING CONNECTION FOR 

MEASUREMENTS 

3.1. Connecting via Wi-Fi  

To connect to your OPX-BOXe via Wi-Fi, you must first connect your iPad to the 

OTDR.  Next, open the Fiberizer application and connect to the OTDR. 

To connect your iPad to the OTDR: 

1. On your iPad go to the system Settings and open the list of Wi-Fi 

connections available (you may have to re-scan for Wi-Fi connections); 

2. Tap the OPX-BOXe connection, enter its password (veexboxe) and tap 

Join. An example is shown below in FIGURE 3-1. Subsequent connections 

do not require the password unless you intentionally choose to forget the 

network on your iPad. 

 

Figure 3-1. Your iPad is connected to an OTDR. 

The Wi-Fi password for OPX-BOXe is veexboxe. The Wi-Fi password 

for the OPX-BOX+ is 12345678.  Contact your VeEX distributor if you 

need assistance.. 
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To connect the application to the OTDR: 

1. Launch Fiberizer™ Mobile and go to its Measurement section, then tap 

No device (or Cannot init) in the DEVICE section.  

2. Select Wi-Fi / BT (PAN) and tap the Info icon ( ). Change the device 

window contents as shown below in Figure 3-2. 

 

Figure 3-2. Setting Wi-Fi connection for OPX-BOXe in Fiberizer™ Mobile. 

3. Select OPX-BOXe BT/PAN and tap Check Availability. The application 

confirms that the device is found, and you can start the initiation process. 

If you have trouble connecting, you get an Error message. Go to the 

system Settings – Wi-Fi on your iPad and forget the OPX-BOXe, 

then repeat the connection procedure again from the beginning.  

4. Tap Back in the top left corner, then tap the Init device (or Connect) 

button (see Figure 3-3). 
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Figure 3-3. Finalizing Wi-Fi connection for OPX-BOXe in Fiberizer™ Mobile. 

After successful connection the OTDR serial number appears in the 

Device section, and the Init device buttons turns into Disconnect. 

Now you can proceed to setting measurement parameters. 

3.2. Connecting via Bluetooth 

Because of Apple security policy, you cannot pair your iPad and your 

OPX-BOXe via the standard iPad pairing menu, like you can with a 

Bluetooth headset. To connect via Bluetooth goto your iPad Settings 

– and turn Bluetooth ON.  To set up a Bluetooth connection, you must 

configure the OPX-BOXe to connect via Bluetooth BLE (low level) or 

BT- PAN methods using the OPX-BOXe tool application (available 

from www.apps.veexinc.com).  

3.2.1. Bluetooth pairing, semi-automated 

This Bluetooth pairing process is recommended if you do not have physical 

access to your OPX-BOXe. To pair for Bluetooth connection, do the following:  

1. Switch on Bluetooth in the system Settings – Bluetooth on your iPad. 

Do not attempt to pair devices at this time. 
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2. Power on the OPX-BOXe and wait until the wireless connection indicator is 

on.  (refer to OPX-BOXe user manual to understand LED indicators.) 

3. Launch the OPX-BOXe tool application on your iPad and go to the BLE 

(Bluetooth Low Energy) section. The application should display a list of 

available Bluetooth devices. 

4. Select the OPX-BOXe in the list with the correct SN and Connect (see 

below).  

 

Figure 3-4. Setting the Bluetooth pairing in OPX-BOXe application, semi-automated procedure. 

Once the devices are paired, the Connect button changes to Disconnect.  The 

OPX-BOXe IP-address appears as well as the small Pairing icon located at the 

top left corner of your iPad display (see below). 
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Figure 3-5. OPX-BOXe is paired via Bluetooth, semi-automated procedure. 

3.2.2. Bluetooth pairing, manual 

This Bluetooth pairing process requires that you have physical access to your 

OPX-BOXe.  To connect using the manual method: 

1. On your iPAD, enable Bluetooth in Settings – Bluetooth.  Do not attempt 

to pair at this time. 

2. Turn on the OPX-BOXe program and wait for the wireless connection 

indicator to appear.  (Refer to OPX-BOX user manual) 

3. Double-press the ON/OFF button on your OPX-BOXe. The wireless 

connection indicator then starts blinking. 

4. Launch the OPX-BOXe application on your iPad and go to the PAN 

(Personal Area Network) section.  

5. Tap Scan for new Devices. The application then lists available Bluetooth 

devices. 

6. Tap Pair (or Connect) on the OPX-BOXe with the desired SN (see 

below).  
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Figure 3-6. Setting the Bluetooth pairing in OPX-BOXe application, manual procedure. 

After devices are paired, the Pair link changes from Connect to Disconnect and 

the OPX-BOXe IP-address is displayed. The iPAD pairing symbol also appears 

at the top left (see below). 
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Figure 3-7. OPX-BOXe is paired via Bluetooth, manual procedure. 

3.2.3. Connecting with OPX-BOXe in Fiberizer™ Mobile via 
Bluetooth 

After you successfully paired the devices with either of the above methods you 

can connect via Bluetooth: 

1. Launch Fiberizer™ Mobile and go to its Measurement section, then tap 

No device (or Cannot init) in the DEVICE section.  

2. Select Wi-Fi / BT (PAN) and tap the Info icon ( )  (see below). 
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Figure 3-8. Setting Bluetooth connection for OPX-BOXe in Fiberizer™ Mobile. 

3. Select OPX-BOXe BT/PAN and tap Check Availability. The application 

confirms that the device is found, and you can start the initiation process. 

If you have trouble connecting, go to the iPAD system Settings – Wi-

Fi and forget the OPX-BOXe connection, then repeat the procedure.  

4. Tap Back at the top left corner and then tap the Init device (or Connect) 

button, as shown below. 
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Figure 3-9. Finalizing Bluetooth connection for OPX-BOXe in Fiberizer™ Mobile. 

After successful connection to the OPX-BOX, the serial number appears 

in the Device section, and the Init device button changes Disconnect. 

Next, proceed to setting the measurement parameters. 

3.3. DEMO connection for presentation 

The DEMO connection mode is used to simulate connection with the OPX-BOXe 

device allowing the user to demonstrate the application for demo presentation or 

training purposes. 
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4. OTDR MEASUREMENTS WITH FIBERIZER™ 

MOBILE 

4.1. Setting measurement mode 

There are five measurement modes: 

• Manual w/o steps: in this mode the final averaged measurement result is shown only 

after the complete measurement cycle is over. 

• Manual with steps: in this mode the application shows intermediate measurement 

results, and the final averaged measurement result is shown after the complete 

measurement cycle is over. 

• Auto: here the application selects the best suitable measurement parameters. 

• V-Scout: measurement which results in a graphical report showing the fiber line 

structure (see an example in FIGURE 8-2). The report is automatically generated after the 

measurement, and the application switches to the Files section (see Section 4.4. V-

SCOUT MEASUREMENT for details). 

• Live: in this mode the application shows live measurement results refreshing 

approximately every second. 

To select a measurement mode, go to the Measurement section, then tap the 

MEASUREMENT MODE sub-section. 

4.2. Setting parameters 

4.2.1. Setting measurement parameters 

To set the measurement parameters, go to the PARAMETERS subsection in the 

Measurement section and set the following: 

1. Wavelength: depends on your OPX-BOXe series OTDR. If the OTDR 

contains both single and multi-mode wavelengths, the choice of one 

automatically cancels the other. 

2. Distance range, km: the maximum value of measured distance; it must 

exceed the expected length of the fiber under measurement by 20% or more.  

3. Pulse width, ns: the value of the optical pulse duration. The range of 

acceptable optical pulse values depends on the selected distance range. 

Short pulse widths provide better resolution and produce the best event and 

attenuation dead zones. However, they inject less optical energy into the 

fiber under test, resulting in a noisier trace and lower dynamic range.  
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4. Measurement time, m:s: the duration measurement process with 

averaging. Longer averaging time improves the SNR and produces a 

smoother trace. 

5. Sampling resolution, m: distance between two samples (sampling interval) 

of the trace; values depend on the selected distance range. Select smallest 

values to measure events spaced close together and use larger values for 

longer ranges. If you select AUTO, the application automatically selects the 

best value. 

6. Optimized Dead Zone: if you select this option, the application optimizes 

the Dead Zone automatically.  

4.2.2. Setting analysis parameters 

To set the analysis parameters, go to the ANALYSIS subsection in the Measurement 

section and tap Threshold, then set the following: 

1. Loss Threshold; 

2. Reflectance Threshold; 

3. End of Fiber; 

4. Macrobend Threshold. 

In this subsection you can also set PON settings: 

1. PON Type (Manual or Auto); 

2. 1st Splitter (the number of splits); 

3. 2nd Splitter (the number of splits). 

4.2.3. Setting wavelength parameters 

To set those parameters, go to the WAVELENGTH PARAMETERS subsection in the 

Measurement section and tap BC / IOR, then set the Backscatter coefficient and 

Refractive index for each wavelength. 

4.3. Performing regular measurement 

After you selected the measurement mode and set parameters, you can perform 

measurement. For that, tap Run (see below):  
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Figure 4-1. The button to start measurement. 

Measurement process can take several minutes. Please wait until the iOS activity 

indicator ( ) stops running. 

When the measurement process is over, a trace graph appears onscreen (see, for 

example, belowError! Reference source not found.): 

 

Figure 4-2. Viewing a measurement result. 
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After the trace is measured, you can save the result by tapping Save at the top 

(FIGURE 4-2). Automatic analysis is then applied, and the trace graph is shown 

with suggested events. By default, the file name contains the incremented 

number. You can edit the filename in the Files section (Section 9.1. MANAGING 

FILES). 

By default, the traces are saved in the BELLCORE 2.0 format. All trace files have 

the .sor extension. The traces saved by Fiberizer™ Mobile can be opened by 

other OTDRs if the devices support this format. 

Feedback from our customers shows that automatic analysis is very 

accurate most of the time. However, in some cases the suggested 

automatic analysis results may need manual editing. 

4.3.1. Two types of loss measurement technique 

Two types of loss measurement technique can be applied for analysis: 2-marker 

( ) and 5-marker ( ).  

The 2-marker technique shows the loss between markers A and B divided by the 

distance between the markers. 

 

Figure 4-3. 2-marker technique (the view is simplified). 

This technique always gives reasonable results, even if there are connectors or 

splices between the markers. To use this method, tap the  button.  

If you need to measure the loss of a splice or a connector, the 5-marker 

technique ( ) is recommended. It uses the advanced Least Square 

Approximation (LSA). To make most of it, place the 5 markers correctly: 

1. Select the longest straight sections and try your best to approximate the 

fiber under test as closely as possible.  

2. Avoid sections where the trace is rounded.  
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3. Keep the lines strictly on the backscatter, even if it is noisy.  

4. Place the central marker at the very beginning of the event. 

Correct and incorrect marker placement is illustrated below: 

     

 

Figure 4-4. Marker placement for a splice (the view is simplified). 
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Figure 4-5. Marker placement for a connector (the view is simplified). 

4.3.2. Information about the trace and markers 

The top right corner of the application window shows the following information, 

depending on the loss measurement technique: 

• For the 5-marker ( ) technique: 

− The central marker position (Pos); 

− The loss measured according to the current markers’ 
positions (Loss); 

− Reflectance measured according to the current markers’ 
positions (Refl); 

− Attenuation measured according to the current markers’ 
positions (Attn); 

• For the 2-marker ( ) technique: 

− The left marker’s position (A); 

− The right marker’s position (B); 

− The current distance between the markers (B-A); 

− Attenuation measured according to the current markers’ 
positions (Attn); 

− The loss measured according to the current markers’ 
positions (Loss); 
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− Reflectance measured according to the current markers’ 
positions (Refl). 

4.3.3. Information about trace 

After the measurement is over and the result is saved, you can view detailed 

information about the trace. To do that, tap the  button at the bottom of the 

screen.  

 

Figure 4-6. Editing mode with the event table on the left. 

This results in the collapsible information sections with the following information: 

• General information; 

• Supplier parameters; 

• Measurement parameters; 

• Analysis parameters. 
To view a field in full, tap it.  

To edit a field, tap the Edit link (highlighted in the Figure above), and the link 

changes to Done. After that tap an active field edit it with the standard keyboard. 

To save your changes, tap Done. To exit the Editing mode without saving, tap 

Cancel. 
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4.3.4. Buttons in View and Analysis modes 

: brings the 5-marker mode for viewing and manual analysis; 

: brings the 2-marker mode for viewing and manual analysis; 

: brings all markers within the current screen; 

: brings the complete trace graph onscreen; 

: shows detailed information about the trace file, some parameters are 

editable; 

: shows the Event table for the trace. 

4.4. V-Scout measurement 

Your Fiberizer™ Mobile application can perform V-Scout measurements and 

generate graphical reports showing the fiber line structure (see an example in 

FIGURE 8-2). Besides, such reports can be generated from separate V-Scout 

measurement results and included into full multi-paged reports (see Section 8.2. 

V-SCOUT INFO IN FULL MULTI-PAGED REPORTS).  

To perform a V-Scout measurement: 

1. Select the V-Scout measurement mode. If you are doing V-Scout 

measurement for the first time, activate the feature by entering a 

password (obtained from your local VeEX vendor or distributor), as shown 

in FIGURE 4-7. If you are requesting the password for your device via e-mail 

or a messenger, copy your device ID and paste it into your request (see 

the Copy Device ID to Clipboard link in FIGURE 4-7). 

 

Figure 4-7. Activating V-Scout feature. 
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2. Tap Run and wait for some minutes. After the measurement is over, the 

application automatically generates a V-Scout trace view: 

 

Figure 4-8. V-Scout measurement result, trace view. 

V-Scout mode automatically selects optimal parameters for 

measurement. You as the user do not have to set any parameters 

in this mode. In the example above three pulsewidths are selected—

narrow, medium, and wide. 

To view the V-Scout link map, tap the small V-Scout preview on the right 

(highlighted in the Figure below): 
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Figure 4-9. V-Scout measurement result, V-Scout link map view. 

The measurement results for each element of the line (a connector of a fiber 

section) are shown above each element. To view them in a table, tap the element 

on the link map.  

Besides this automatically generated V-Scout link map view, V-Scout 

measurement results in a set of files which can be included in a full multi-paged 

report as described in Section 8.2. GENERATING FIBERSCOPE ANALYSIS REPORTS. 
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5. MANUAL MODE ANALYSIS 

The Fiberizer™ Mobile application offers several analysis modes to be used for 

optic measurements.  

5.1. Measuring distances and other parameters 
with the 2-marker method 

To measure the distance to an event and other parameters, enter the 2-marker 

mode by tapping . Then place the left marker at the fiber beginning and the 

right marker at the event’s left edge. The distance and other parameters are then 

shown in the top-right corner of the graph. To position your marker more 

precisely, you can enlarge the necessary screen section. 

  

Figure 5-1. Measuring distances with the 2-marker method. 

Among other factors, the measurement accuracy depends on how accurately 

the Refractive index value is set (Main menu – OTDR – Measurement 

parameters – Fiber properties). If you change the Refractive index value in the 

section, the distances to the left and right markers change respectively. 

If you do not know the exact Refractive index value but do know the fiber length, 

you can place the marker at the fiber end and then adjust the Refractive index 

so that the resulting fiber length is the same as the real fiber length. 
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5.2. Measuring attenuation with the 2-marker 
method 

To measure attenuation, enter the 2-marker mode by tapping . Then place 

the markers at the beginning and the end of the fiber section. The attenuation 

and other parameters are then shown in the top-right corner of the graph.  

If you measure the whole fiber length, the left marker must be outside the dead 

zone. 

5.3. Measuring attenuation in the event 

To measure attenuation in a separate event, enter the 5-marker mode by tapping 

. Then place the five markers so that the central marker is at the event 

beginning, and the left and right market groups surround the event (see FIGURE 

5-2). Any of the five markers can move independently, or you can move it as a 

group. 

 

Figure 5-2. Placing the markers correctly. 

The left and right graph sections are approximated (see the thick lines on FIGURE 

5-2). The approximated graph sections must be homogeneous and as long as 

possible.  

The measurement results are shown in the top-right corner of the screen. 

Each marker can be moved independently. The central marker is 

moved independently if you grab it by the top (blue and thin) part. If 

you grab the central marker by the lower (orange and thick) part, the 

markers are moved as a group. The latter is usually convenient if you 

have a birdview of the trace. 
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When moving a marker, your finger may block the view and interfere 

with placing your marker exactly to the point needed. In this case you 

may grab the marker, then slightly move your finger up or down, and 

then move the marker. 

5.4. Measuring attenuation, loss, and reflectance 

To measure attenuation, loss, and reflectance, select the 2-marker mode by 

tapping , then place the markers immediately before and after the event.  

  

Figure 5-3. The markers are placed correctly. 

The results are then presented in the top right corner of the screen. 
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6. EXAMINING FIBER SURFACE (FIBER 

SCOPE) 

To be able to examine the fiber surface for scratches and other defects, you must 

first activate the feature with the code from your supplier. To do that, go to Main 

menu – Settings – Licensing, then tap V-Scope Viewer. This results in the 

form similar to FIGURE 4-7. After that enter the password (obtained from your local 

VeEX vendor or distributor). If you also need to automatically analyze V-Scope 

images, activate the V-Scope IEC analysis feature in a similar way. 

Your iPad can be connected to a VeEX Fiberscope (VS-500 or DI-1000) via Wi-

Fi. To connect, plug in the Fiberscope to HAME MPR-A2 Wireless Storage / 

Power Bank / Wi-Fi Router, then establish Wi-Fi connection between your iPad 

and VeEX Fiberscope in the system settings for your device (the Settings – Wi-

Fi section). 

To examine the fiber surface: 

1. Tap the Microscope icon at the bottom, which results in the screen below. 

 

Figure 6-1. Connecting to a Fiberscope. 
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2. Tap the Connect button on the left, to establish connection between the 

Fiberscope and your iPad. If they would not connect, check the system 

settings for your device (the Settings – Wi-Fi section) to make sure the 

general Wi-Fi connection is still established. 

3. Select the Microscope parameters: Auto-Freeze for freezing the image 

after it is in focus for a sufficient time, Analysis for automatic red highlight 

of inclusions and dirt on the contact surface. 

4. Select the connector type: PC SM, APC SM, or APC MM. 

5. Tap Run.  

The application then shows the fiber surface. Please note that the initial image 

may be out of focus. To focus your image, turn the wheel on the Fiberscope.  

The examples below show the fiber surface with zones and defects highlighted 

and the Passed/Failed status:  

 

Figure 6-2. The fiber surface image after analysis, dirt and/or inclusions highlighted. 
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Figure 6-3. The fiber surface image after analysis, no dirt and/or inclusions discovered. 

To get several images onscreen for visual comparison, tap Capture.  

To save the active (highlighted) image, tap Save. The image is then saved to a 

file which is shown in the Files section, with the original image, the automatically 

analyzed image, and the table for each of the four fiber zones (see below). 

 

Figure 6-4. The Fiberscope file. 

The Fiberscope information can be used to generate a Fiberscope report (see 

Section 8.3. GENERATING FIBERSCOPE ANALYSIS REPORTS). 
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7. CALCULATING MEASUREMENT 

PROCESS PARAMETERS 

The Fiberizer™ Mobile application includes the Converter section. It is a set of 

specialized calculators with graphs, which can be used if you want to better 

understand measurement processes for optic fibers and networks, or define 

measurement parameters (dynamic range, attenuation coefficient, etc.) more 

suitable for your specific case. The Converter section can also be used for 

instructions and presentations. 

The values which can be calculated are listed on the left. Tap a value, then tap 

the (+) icon next to a variable on the right and enter or select the number. 

 

Figure 7-1. Calculating reflectance (example of Converter calculator). 
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8. GENERATING REPORTS 

Fiberizer™ Mobile can generate three types of reports: 

• Trace report (brief and multi-paged); 

• V-Scout trace report; 

• Fiberscope report. 

Generated reports are saved as PDF and can be shared via the standard iOS 

procedure. To start generating a report, tap the Reporting icon at the bottom.  

8.1. Generating trace reports 

1. Select the trace report type in the Type of report subsection (full multi-

paged or brief).  

2. Tap and hold the necessary trace from the left, then drag it to the report 

list: 

 

Figure 8-1. Selecting the report type. 

3. Enter the report name. 

4. Tap Generate report at the top right corner. 

As a result, the report file appears in the file list on the left. 
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8.2. V-Scout info in full multi-paged reports 

V-Scout trace reports are automatically generated as a result of V-Scout 

measurement (see Section 4.4. V-SCOUT MEASUREMENT for details). 

You can also include V-Scout trace info into full multi-paged reports. To do that, 

go to the Reporting section and use the files resulting in the measurement 

procedure described in Section 4.4. V-SCOUT MEASUREMENT: 

1. Select the V-Scout report type in the Type of report subsection.  

2. Drag-and-drop the necessary trace from the left into the report list. 

After generating the report, the application switches to the Files section (see an 

example below).  

 

Figure 8-2. The V-Scout diagram generated and included in your OTDR trace report. 

8.3. Generating Fiberscope analysis reports 

To generate Fiberscope analysis reports in the Reporting section, use the jpg 

files produced as a result of Fiberscope examination described in Chapter 6. 

EXAMINING FIBER SURFACE (FIBER SCOPE). 
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1. Tap and hold the necessary Fiberscope image from the left, then drag it to 

the report list. The Type of report field then automatically changes to Scope 

report. 

2. Enter the report name in the field at the top and tap Done. After generating 

the report, the application switches to the Files section (see an example 

below). 

 

 

Figure 8-3. The new Fiberscope analysis report is shown onscreen for your review. 

To generate a new report, tap the Back button in the top left corner of the main 

screen. 
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9. WORKING WITH FILES IN FIBERIZER™ 

MOBILE 

9.1. Managing files 

In the Files section you can perform the following actions with your local files, as 

well as files in Fiberizer™ Cloud and DropBox: 

• Add a folder  

• Copy file(s): including copying between local storage and Fiberizer™ 

Cloud. 

• Rename file(s) 

• Delete file(s) 

• Share file(s) to: for local files only. 

To manage files, tap Edit at the top of the screen. After that a check box appears 

next to every file and folder. Select the necessary files and folders, then tap the 

 icon which appears at the bottom and select the necessary option (Copy or 

Delete). If you select just one file or folder, the Rename option is also available. 

To quit the Edit mode, tap Done at the top. 

To add a folder, tap the Add a folder icon ( ) at the bottom. Then type the new 

folder name in the form and tap OK.  

To share files or folders via email, tap  at the bottom. Then select the necessary 

files or folders and tap Send to email at the top. 

Via the Files section you can also view a file contents and perform 2-marker or 5-

marker analysis (see Chapter 5. MANUAL MODE ANALYSIS).  

9.2. Viewing and editing OTDR traces 

9.2.1. View mode for traces 

After the measurement result is saved, Fiberizer™ Mobile automatically analyses 

the trace and suggests events in the fiber. To view the event table, tap  at the 

bottom. The table has detailed information about each event. 
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Figure 9-1. Event table after automatic analysis. 

Feedback from our customers shows that automatic analysis is very 

accurate most of the time. However, in some cases the suggested 

automatic analysis results may need manual editing (see Chapter 5. 

MANUAL MODE ANALYSIS). 

9.2.2. Making your analysis more convenient  

To make your analysis more convenient, you can change the trace graph view and 

the markers’ positions with the help of standard touchscreen gestures. To zoom 

the graph in or out, stretch or pinch it accordingly. To get back to the original scale, 

tap  at the top of the graph. To get all markers onscreen, tap  at the top of 

the graph. 

9.2.3. Editing the trace manually (editing mode) 

To edit events in the Event table view, tap Edit at the top of the Event table, then 

tap any event in the table. The application then enters the 5-marker mode (see 

below). 
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Figure 9-2. Getting into the editing mode. 

To do any action with an event, select it AFTER you have entered the 

editing mode. 

 

To make your analysis more convenient, you may want to use the 

actions described in Section 9.2.2. MAKING YOUR ANALYSIS MORE CONVENIENT. 

 

To delete an event, select it and then tap the Delete event icon ( ) at the bottom 

left corner. After that the event record is grayed out and the D letter (Delete) 

appears next to it. Confirm the deletion by tapping . 

To move an event, select it, then grab the central marker and move it. After you 

move the central marker, the set of icons above the Event table changes to 

. To confirm the new event position, tap . 

To add a new event, select any event, then grab the central marker and move it. 

Then move the central marker and tap  (Add new event). As a result, a new 

record in the Event table appears. 
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To undo the changes, tap . 

The events for the fiber beginning and the fiber end cannot be deleted. 
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